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FOUNDER'S STATEMENT
By, Teodor Miroslav Muntean

Iasi, RO, 25/01/2021

Much care and effort were taken in developing the Reitis Project to ensure that the result offers
everyone a proper business structure. After diligent searches, we've decided to create a financial
system that is accessible and works for all. Its framework allows freedom for individuals, along
with a fine economic structure. We have named it "Blockchain Real Estate Corporation of People"
(BRECoP) to provide a convenient global opportunity to people ready to join the rEvolution.

What Options Do We Have?
As a human, you cannot live without being involved in finances (saving, investing, spending); you
want to grow and protect your wealth. Today, many financial institutions inflate and even print
money, destroying the value of people's assets. Can we change this? To hedge your stake, put
some of your wealth into a more stable financial system than those with no value. It's all about
solving a crucial life problem, your finances, and finding a way to protect them from devaluation.
Through Reitis, we aim to create a real distributed self-governing Network, an open gate for
people worldwide. By giving the power back to crowd investors, we've chosen to develop a
workable model:
1). XREI ― a DeFi reward token for the Community and for buying Reitis properties via NFTs.
2). iREIT ― a security token that represents the value of a 5-25% stake per year.
3). NFT ― among the first real estate Non-Fungible Token for apartment buyers and tenants.

5% vs 95% and the Blockchain Alternative
According to Statista, in December 2020, there were 63 million blockchain wallets globally,
without counting multiple wallets. That is less than 1% of the world's population. We are
privileged to the early adoption of blockchain technology, and the road ahead is enormous.
According to the US Social Security, by taking 100 people at the start of their working careers and
following them for 40 years until they reach retirement age, you will find this:
 One (1) will be wealthy;
 Four (4) will be financially secure;
 Five (5) will continue working, not because they want to but because they must;
 Thirty-six (36) will be dead;
 Fifty-four (54) will be dead broke - dependent on their pension checks, relatives, or charity,
for a minimum standard of living.
That is 5% successful, 95% unsuccessful.
The right question is: where are you? I believe together we can change this and increase the
percentage of successful people!
With today's rising gas prices, layoffs, and insecure economy, it is imperative to take essential life
things into your own hands.
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By joining Reitis, Investors make a 5-25% annual stake and a higher APY if they follow Albert
Einstein's advice: "Compound interest is the 8th wonder of the world. Who understands it, earns it;
who doesn't, pays it!"
You have the freedom to do nothing or join the Reitis Platform.
Thank you for reading!
Teodor
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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 WHAT IS REITIS?
Reitis Capital is a premium residential and commercial developer which facilitates people's access
to real estate and shares the profit with investors. Reitis Ledger is an in-house distributed ledger
technology for creating digital assets (tokens), e-wallets, smart contracts, and offering real estate
financial services.

Reitis Services:
 FPO (Fractional Property Ownership): A piece of real estate for everyone!
 PIIP (Passive Income Investment Plan): Alternative to scholarship and pension plans;
 DeFi (Decentralised Finance): Reitis DeFi Token [XREI]provides liquidity by trading on DEX
and CEX and by delivering loan services for home buyers;
 DEX (Decentralised Exchange): High liquidity by decentralised and centralised exchanges;
 NFTs (Non-Fungible Tokens).
To access Reitis, investors can join the My.Reitiscapital.com platform, an online investment web
and mobile application created through blockchain technology. On the Reitis platform, Investors
can participate in the following convenient ways:
A. Traditional crowdfunding that enables crowd investors to participate in real estate
development projects and gain interest. The investments are made in EUR currency.
B. Technology type based on in-house Reitis Ledger, where people and institutions can
choose to invest in the following ways:
1. iREIT token — invest on the platform through smart contract (Debt or Loan Agreement)
and get a variable interest of 5-25%;
2. XREI token — invest on the platform and get rewards by the DeFi token created for the
Community involved in marketing and spreading the news about Reitis;
3. NFTs (Non-Fungible Tokens) for listing properties. Members participate in the
development by investments and obtain fractional property. NFTs are bought and sold
through marketplace auctions with XREI token as payment.
Through this whitepaper, our team scrutinises the performance and opportunities of the real
estate industry, blockchain technology, and crowdfunding capital by opening the investment gate
to every individual.
Through the formation of Reitis Capital, we are the ONLY entity globally to accomplish both the
tokenisation of actual construction business and manage the real estate development business.
This fact brings more security to your investments; you don't have to spread your trust among
many parties, as in traditional crowdfunding.
Also, blockchain technology offers investors a high standard of safety. By tokenising Reitis
business, we provide fractional property ownership and increased liquidity in the real estate
market.

Reitis Capital
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1.2 REITIS MAIN COMPONENTS
Have you ever dreamed of taking part in those majestic towers that are built in your city? It is
possible by joining Reitis Community and getting a substantial stake through holding and trading
Reitis tokens.
REITIS App: For fast and easy access to the investment panel (dashboard), Reitis Users can join the
Reitis web application, which also works on Android and Apple smartphones.
iREIT token: iREIT falls under the Debt/Interest Token category; it represents the variable value of
an interest paid annually.
XREI Token: A BEP-20 type DeFi Community token used for rewards and for buying NFTs; a reward
token for marketing purposes and for attracting crypto and blockchain communities.
Reitis Non-Fungible Tokens: Through Non-Fungible Tokens (NFTs), clients can securely buy a
fractional property or unique apartments in different European areas.
Reitis Network Communities: 90% of the financial Reitis Capital OU Company's profit goes to the
Reitis Community Network.

1.3 THE MARKET INSIDES
The Blockchain Technology Market Insides
The rising interest in regulatory approvals of the blockchain will boost the technology expansion
within the next period. These assets represent seeds for real estate tokenisation.

Fig.1 – Blockchain Technology Market

CEE Real Estate Market Statistics in 2020
CEE countries are EU member states, part of the former Eastern bloc; included countries:
Romania, Poland, Bulgaria, Estonia, Czech Republic, Hungary, Lithuania, Latvia, Slovenia, and
Slovakia.
Reitis Capital
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Fig.2 – CEE Market Report by Savills

Investment Turnover in 2020, Still the Third Highest on Record
According to Savills, in Q3, 2020, overall investment activity in Europe surpassed €44.5bn, a 19%
increase compared to Q2. That means still 45% below last year's figure, as various degrees of
measures taken per country to control the pandemic continue to restrict investors' ability to travel
and visit properties. 1
The CEE markets' investment allocation share increased from 4% last year to 5% in 2020,
equivalent to about €7.6bn. Over €3.3bn of portfolio transactions accounted for 44% of the total
investment turnover compared to 24% in 2020. According to the latest Oxford Economics
forecasts, we still expect the CEE capital cities to outperform GDP growth despite the downward
revisions over the five years. 2
In times of crisis, risk mitigation is the top priority for many investors. As residential real estate is
remarkably stable in terms of revenue, it is likely to benefit particularly from these circumstances.
The character of residential real estate - low fluctuation of income and little chance of short-term
increases in value - also speaks for longer-term investor commitment.

1

Savills Research, CEE Investment – 2020, https://www.savills.com/research_articles/255800/307752-0
Fortune Business Inside, Distributed Ledger Technology Market, https://www.fortunebusinessinsights.com/industryreports/blockchain-technology-market-100072
2
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1.4 PROBLEMS & SOLUTIONS
The Real Estate Problems
 REITIS addresses the $280.6 Trillion Real Estate Sector & $5 Trillion Private Fund Industry, filled
with many unresolved problems! 3
 The real estate investor's world comprises prominent professional players, such as high net
worth individuals, banks, insurance companies, and pension funds. The entry barriers prevent
small investors from harvesting returns at the same level as the qualified players;
 In many countries, retirement plans and pension funds are not sustainable. Depending only on
these funds can be critical for people's life quality after retirement; 4
 Traditional crowdfunding in Europe filled with high fees, money laundering, information
asymmetry, and fraud;
 Traditional investments also lack liquidity and transparency.

Proposed Solution — the Digitalisation of Real Estate
Blockchain technology provides immense hope for a revival of crowdfunding investment across
the world. The technology is a revolutionary and disruptive innovation targeting reducing
bureaucracy without compromising legal provisions on business conduct. Most importantly,
Blockchain technology eliminates information asymmetry in its entirety, thus suiting every
stakeholder's need.
Harnessing blockchain's convenience, Reitis Team has developed an asset focused on offering a
state-of-art platform that consistently generates annual ROI for Reitis Members. With the
implementation of the My.ReitisCapital.com platform, we aim to conveniently resolve inherent
illiquidity in the real estate investment market by reducing costs and making real estate assets
opened to the masses.
Our user-friendly platform focuses on transparency and legal ownership. Safe returns are achieved
from participation in real estate development projects. By developing sustainable residential and
commercial projects and building investment portfolios, we offer investors great tools that help
them maintain a high level of security and diversification.
An Alternative That Fits All Peoples' Needs
In conclusion, Reitis comes as a needed financial (saving and investment) alternative to:
 Student's scholarships ― be amazed at how much money a small monthly saving can bring!
 Future retiree ― a better alternative to vulnerable traditional pension systems;
 Landlord ― make considerable more profit without the hassle of property management;
 Stocks investor ― much more secure and even more challenging than stocks;
 Bank saving accounts holders ― today, banks are paying you very low or negative interest;
 Property buyer ― an excellent alternative for property ownership sharing and renting;
 Small businesses taking loans ― very affordable loan costs with flexible collaterals;
 Bank credit takers ― instead of being indebted, become actual property owner.

3

Savills, 8 things to know about global real estate value: https://www.savills.com/impacts/market-trends/8-thingsyou-need-to-know-about-the-value-of-global-real-estate.html
4 Investopedia, 7 Steps to Create a 10-Years-From-Retirement Plan: https://www.investopedia.com/articles/financialanalysis/090216/7-steps-create-10-year-retirement-plan.asp
Reitis Capital https://reitiscapital.com/
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2. REITIS VISION & MISSION
2.1 REITIS VISION, MISSION, OBJECTIVES
2.1.1 ONE VISION
"The Kingdom of Heaven is like treasure hidden in a land. When a man found it, he hid it again,
and then in his joy went and sold all he had and bought that land." (Matthew 13:44).
Reitis is the first Corporation of People, created for empowering individuals to become skilled real
estate investors and get the deserved financial freedom.

2.1.2 ONE MISSION
In 10 years, we aim to help 1 million people – holders and traders of XREI token, iREIT token, and
NFTs – to become competent real estate investors and experienced fractional property owners.

2.1.3 THREE MAJOR GOALS
Reitis is a distinct investment platform, which stands on three notable pillars (goals):
1) Freedom of investment — an open market that is liquid, transparent, and affordable for all;
2) Security of investments — through a robust security system and by its in-house technology;
3) Equal opportunity — to all investors by bringing the wealth back to the people.

2.1.4 SEVEN OBJECTIVES
To fulfil vision, mission and the goals, Reitis Team has settled seven precise objectives:
1. Smart Contract Protocols
a) Reitis Ledger – Our in-house Distributed Ledger Technology, Smart Contract, Proof of
Asset (PoA) Protocol, and the Issuance of Reitis Token [iREIT];
b) Binance Smart Contract (BSC) – for the issuance of Reitis DeFi Token [XREI];
2. My Reitis Capital Crowd Investment Platform;
3. Reitis Web Wallet (for modern digital transactions);
4. Reitis Exchange – a liquid secondary market for real estate and actual asset trading;
5. Real Estate NTF Platform – a liquid and very secure market for selling properties;
6. Reitis Labs – creating disruptive applications for real estate and other industries;
7. Reitis Social Centre of Excellence (RSCoE) – consisting of social projects:
a) Reitis Academy, for learning new technologies and new ways of using money;
b) Reitis Labs, for learning and creating new technology and financial products;
c) Reitis Foundation, to help unhoused people acquire affordable shelters.

2.2 REITIS BUSINESS MODEL – COMMUNITY
Reitis aims to offer liquidity, transparency and protected investments for Reitis Community
Members.
Reitis Capital
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Fig.3 – Reitis Investment Business Model

Reitis Business Model: Value-Driven, based on Community (Investors, Traders, Buyers), focused
on value creation in finances and premium value real estate developments.5 The characteristics of
the Reitis Project are performance, cost reduction, risk reduction, and accessibility.
Key Partners: The Community, the Team, and the Partners for Success (institutions and
companies). A partnership is essential for optimisation, reduction of risk, and acquiring particular
resources to achieve goals. 6
Customer Segments: Our target market is first crowd investors (people) and institutional investors
(companies).7
Revenue stream types: Construction, real estate development, asset sale, lending, and renting. 8

5

UCP Unique Construction Proposition, chapter 3, page 12.
Reitis Team and Partners for Success, chapter 11, page 32.
7
Target Market, Reitis Marketing, chapter 9, page 28.
8
Reitis Token Marketcap and Value, chapter 10, page 30.
Reitis Capital https://reitiscapital.com/
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3. THE STRUCTURE OF REITIS
CAPITAL
3.1 REITIS COMPANIES
Reitis Capital consists of two Companies, each with clear responsibilities, contributing to the
development of the business. The first company is a financial company REITIS CAPITAL OU through
which capital is drawn to develop projects.
In the beginning, the second is an operating company, REITIS CAPITAL DEVELOPMENT SRL, which
manages real estate projects from the acquisition, construction, and renovation of properties to
selling or renting them. The two companies are associated through a Joint Venture agreement and
share the profit equally 50% / 50%.
For the security and asset protection of Crowdinvestors and Shareholders, next and each
development project and construction site will have its own operating company.

3.2 UNIQUE CONSTRUCTION PROPOSITION (UCP)
Our UCP Includes Class A+ Residential & Commercial Developments
- Reducing thermal energy consumption by up to 70%.
- Apartments with efficient sound insulation.
- Noise and dust-free suction system.
- Ventilation with heat recovery for permanent clean air in the apartment.
- Affordable heating alternative/solar energy.
- Care for the choice of building materials.
- Free interior design consultancy.
- Safety you can count on! Burglar alarm system in the apartment with a mobile application.
- Free lighting system on the staircase and in the garage.

The Use of Disruptive Technologies in Real Estate Developments
In our real estate development projects, we:
- Apply disruptive technologies, such as 3D printing for architectural design elements through the
DesignVAST printer project, 3D printing in construction, through RoboVAST 3D printer project.
- Bring all buildings to the maximum energy efficiency, close to "zero energy consumption", is also
very soundproofed, with clean air inside, to ensure increased comfort.
- Offer healthy living, savings through high energy efficiency, increased sound insulation, thermal
bridge optimised buildings, solar energy, IoT, and much more.

The Use of Technologies in Real Estate Tokenization
Why someone who owns a construction and real estate business would choose to tokenise it?
There are many great reasons, but we will mention a few here:
- High security of investment and transactions on the platform.
Reitis Capital
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- Better guarantees than in crowdfunding platforms.
- There is no need for intermediaries; the User is the real estate owner and the holder of his
banking system.
- Much lower costs compared to traditional investments and crowdfunding platforms.
- The Investor is in complete control of his funds.
- The total transparency through blockchain and explorer.

Reitis Capital
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4. TOKENOMICS
(TOKEN ECONOMICS)
Tokenomics is studying the new type of economy defined as designing a particular ecosystem in a
blockchain environment. Every ecosystem comprises several elements and the token functions as
the central element of this new type of economy.
According to Blockgeeks.com, Tokenomics is the quality of a token that will convince
users/investors to adopt it and help build the ecosystem around the underlying project of that
token. To put it simply, anything that impacts the token's value is a part of tokenomics. 9
Tokenomics is a new and broad subject and includes a variety of components, such as team,
allocation, business model, actual use case, token structure, types of tokens (utility, security,
fungible, non-fungible), decentralised and centralised finances, original chain, public chain, token
flow, network effect.

4.1 THE REAL ESTATE TOKENISATION
Reitis is a Premium real estate development and investment business that constructs buildings and
raises funds by issuing legal "smart contracts". To reduce investment costs and risks, we are the
only entity globally to accomplish both the tokenisation of the actual construction business and
manage the real estate development business.

4.2 REITIS LEDGER/BLOCKCHAIN
By tokenising sustainable real estate business and combining it with STO (Security Token Offering),
DeFi (Decentralised Finances), CEX (Centralised Exchanges), and DEX (Decentralised Exchanges),
we choose a peer-to-peer distribution – to achieve freedom, and authorisation – to avoid chaos.
Using blockchain technology, Reitis minimises the chances of misinformation or manipulated
information distribution across the Network. Each participant or entity gets the opportunity to
share or generate copies in the Network. Using both technologies – public on Binance Smart Chain
and private on in-house Reitis Ledger – we have made the first steps to partially resolve the
Paradoxical Blockchain dilemma.
Reitis Paradoxical Blockchain achieves:
— Peer-to-Peer Distribution – to achieve FREEDOM. We choose blockchain to function in a
Public distributed peer-to-peer environment, where people can transact directly with one
another without needing to rely on another actor in the ecosystem; and
— Authorisation – to avoid CHAOS. To avoid chaos, we implement blockchain technology and
offer a Private platform for validated private and business investors.

9

Blockgeeks.com - What is Tokenomics? Ultimate Investor's Guide: https://blockgeeks.com/guides/what-istokenomics/
Reitis Capital https://reitiscapital.com/
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4.3 REITIS LEDGER ELEMENTS
 Reitis Ledger – Our Blockchain, Smart Contract, Proof of Asset Protocol (PoA), and the
issuance of iREIT as Reitis Security Token;
 Binance Smart Chain – for the issuance of Reitis DeFi token [XREI] as Reitis Community
Reward Token
 My Reitis Capital – Private Crowd Investment Platform;
 Reitis Web Wallet (also accessed from mobile);
 Reitis Desktop Wallet – secure wallet;
 Reitis Exchange (RE) – a liquid secondary market for tokens trading (to de done in the
second stage of development, September 2021);
 Real Estate NFT Platform – a very secure platform for selling apartments (to de done in the
second stage of development, January 2022).

4.4 WHAT IS REITIS PROOF OF ASSET (POA)
PROTOCOL?
Using Distributed Ledger Technology, the team has created an iREIT token and has built a Proof of
Asset Protocol (PoA) that tracks real estate assets transparently and securely. It does this with
private keys and documentation uploaded on the blockchain. Reitis PoA is a standard that enables
a new generation of real estate assets and contracts to create liquid, transparent, permanent, and
decentralised real estate capital markets. Through PoA, transactions happen at a very low cost,
and real estate assets become liquid as soon as they are tokenised. PoA provides instant real
estate asset audits, giving every investor a tool to track the status of their funds invested in real
estate development projects. By using PoA, iREIT becomes a safe, stable token backed by real
estate.

Fig.4 – Reitis Proof of Asset Protocol (PoA)

Reitis Capital
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4.5 SPECIAL FEATURES OF IN-HOUSE REITIS
LEDGER
Why did we choose to develop Reitis in both traditional crowdfunding and blockchain technology
modes? Because classic is for people who don't understand blockchain, but blockchain technology
offers a plus of several exceptional features:
 Distributed, peer-to-peer transactions;
 Removing intermediaries and third parties;
 Significantly reduced fees compared with traditional crowdfunding third-party services;
 Accessible and scalable transactions;
 Low transaction fees on most of the exchanges;
 Operating on hybrid proof of stake and proof of work for considerably reducing energy
costs;
 Reducing costs of operating network nodes;
 Providing transparency of transactions and documents;
 Verifying identity to prevent fraud (applying the paradoxical blockchain smoothly);
 Enforcing regulations and protocols in a non-invasive manner, offering privacy and GDPR in
a decent approach, and much more.

4.6 REITIS TOKENS METRICS
XREI Token – a BEP-20 DeFi type Community token used for buying NFTs and as a reward
token for marketing purposes and for attracting crypto and blockchain communities. Its
total supply is 50,000,000 tokens.
iREIT token – a Debt/Interest Security Token; it represents the variable value (5-25%) of
an interest paid annually. The initial value of 1 iREIT = €1, and its total supply is
50,000,000 tokens.
Reitis Ledger (blockchain) is immutable, as it has the parameters set from the beginning. Also, the
smart contract is formed as metadata in a transaction. Reitis blockchain is very secure and
designed to be used with parameters that cannot be changed afterwards.
Name of token:
Consensus Mechanism
Investment Protocol
Relation
Number of tokens issued
The initial price of the token
Type of the Security
Maturity time, for stake
Liquidity
Stake on Private platform

xREI (XREI)
DeFi created on BEP 20 Standard
Proof of Asset (PoA) protocol
To a specific real estate project
50 Million
As on markets
DeFi, reward token

Trade tokens on exchanges


Reitis Capital
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50 Million
€1.00
Loan (Debt)Token
One year
Trade tokens on exchanges
Variable 5-25% / year
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4.7 REITIS TOKENS ALLOCATION
Budget is the essential part of any business; if distributed (allocated) correctly, there must be a
business success. Our team of finance managers worked diligently to come to the following result
regarding the budget. We offer and will continue to provide total transparency to all Reitis
Members.

4.7.1 iREIT Debt/Interest Token
Budget
Allocated for issuing security tokens
TOTAL

iREIT Tokens
50,000,000
50,000,000

Per cent
100.00%
100.00%

50,000,000 iREIT (Reitis Digital Asset/ Security Token) represent the number of tokens issued by
the company. The allocation of the iREIT token is secure and straightforward for Investors, as it
will be issued according to the law of European jurisdictions we work with (EU, CEE).

4.7.2 XREI – Reitis DeFi Token Allocation
XREI Token Allocation
50,000,000

100.00%

45,000,000

90.00%

40,000,000

80.00%

35,000,000

70.00%

30,000,000

60.00%

25,000,000

50.00%

20,000,000

40.00%

15,000,000

30.00%

10,000,000

20.00%

5,000,000

10.00%

0

0.00%
PAYMENT means for NFTs, trading and
staking on DEX and CEX markets

Marketing & Development

Fig.5 – Token Allocation Graph

Total distribution as PAYMENT means for buying, renting or
lending real estate NFTs (apartments) and for TRADING and
STAKING on DEX and CEX markets (backed by 1,000,000 square
meters of residential and commercial buildingd)
Community – Marketing & Development:

Reitis Capital
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95%

2,500,000

5.00%
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4.7.3 Reitis Token Distribution to the Community & Developers
TOKENS
Reserve Fund
7%

Audits
1%

Rewards
8%
Charity
8%

Development
22%

Social Media
8%

Marketing
20%
Management
25%

Development
BUDGET
Audits

Maintenance
1%

30,000

% Dev
Budget
1.20%

Rewards

200,000

8.00%

0.40%

Charity

200,000

8.00%

0.40%

Social Media

200,000

8.00%

0.40%

Marketing

500,000

20.00%

1.00%

Maintenance

20,000

0.80%

0.04%

Management

640,000

25.60%

1.28%

Developer Fee (0.04% on total token
sales) maintenance, training a person
Management and project development

Development

540,000

21.60%

1.08%

Software development

Reserve Fund

170,000

6.80%

0.34%

Cover partially the compound interest,
needs for development, unexpected
issues.

100.00%

5.00%

50,000,000 Total Tokens Supply

Tokens

TOTAL 2,500,000

% Total

2,500,000 XREI to the Community & Dev

0.06%

Financial planning, annual reports, testing
platform, wallets by BiyGo, ISO 27001
Community rewards
RSCoE: Financial Education, Health,
Housing
Telegram, Discord, Twitter, Youtube,
Copywriting
IBC Group Marketing Campaigns

The real estate development has a separate budget for a fair tokens allocation based on extensive
business experience and professional financial forecasts. The Network budget done on a mass
scale base, as shown in the table presented above.
The allocation of the Network's budget will be permanently updated and publicly published, as we
all want this business to lead us to the Corporation of People (BRECoP). We cannot do it alone! We
Reitis Capital
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offer tech knowledge and transparency but need your involvement through quality ideas for
growing and decent criticism for improvement and progress.

4.7.4 Tokens for Real Estate Development
90% of the financial Reitis Capital OU Company's profit goes to the Reitis Community Network.
50% of the profits from operating companies will be reinvested in new properties to grow the real
estate portfolio. According to our real estate development experience, an average to large-sized
residential development costs in fiat currency 25-30 million EUR. Our plan consists of developing 5
real estate projects (acquire, refurbish, renovate, build, give value to), in 25 countries, on a safe
long-term time of 10 years. We target developing countries for building residential projects, office
buildings, student houses. We also target developed countries to create accommodation (hotels
and hostels), office buildings, and student houses.

4.8 REITIS DEFI TOKEN [XREI] ANTI-INFLATION
DISTRIBUTION
Anti-inflation distribution, based on Reitis listed and developed real
estate projects.
At the End of
Year 1
Year 2
Year 3
Year 4
Year 5
Year 6
Year 7
Year 8
Year 9
Year 10
Total distribution on DEX and CEX markets

Reitis Capital

Listed Projects, in
square meters
5,000
25,000
50,000
70,000
95,000
110,000
140,000
150,000
170,000
185,000
1,000,000 sq.m.

https://reitiscapital.com/

Distributed XREI
(Circulating Supply)
3,500,000
8,400,000
8,691,796
5,753,612
5,494,160
4,011,957
2,483,464
1,466,228
881,773
469,373
Minimum: 41,152,363
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5. FINANCIAL FORECASTS
5.1 LONG TERM FINANCIAL PLAN
Our financial plan is to develop - acquire, refurbish, renovate, build, and give value to - a minimum
of 5 real estate projects in 25 countries on a secure long-term time of 10 years.
We target the EU, CEE, Asia, Africa, and other developing area and countries to construct
residential buildings. We also target developed countries such as the USA, where we have
strategic partners, to build accommodation (4/5-star hotels), office buildings, and student houses.

Reitis Financial Forecast
GDV
Built surface
Development time
Sell or rent in

€3,153,576,902
1,000,000 sq.m
10.00 years
10.00 years

Acquisition Cost
Construction Cost

€206,000,000
€597,500,000

Exit Values / SALES
Description
Residential Projects
Office Buildings
Student Houses
Hotels
Total

Sales Cost

€111,535,769

Exit Values / RENT

Development Cost
Admin Costs
Total Cost
Profit
Profit on Cost
Profit on GDV

€915,035,769
€478,246,970
€1,393,282,739
€1,760,294,163
126.34%
55.82%

Description
Office Buildings
Hotels
Student Houses
Senior Houses
Industrial Buildings
Total

Built area in 10y
300,000 sq.m
300,000 sq.m

GDV in 10 years, €
€762,342,051

Built area in 10y
150,000
300,000
100,000
100,000
50,000
700,000 sq.m

GDV in 10 years, €
193,097,531
1,630,283,027
141,198,605
387,288,579
39,367,107
€2,391,234,850

Acquisition Land and Properties
IN date
EXIT date
Purchase
Considerations
Area
Price/m2
Acquisition Legal
Total Acquisition
Cost

Development + Admin. Costs
Sales Costs
Construction
1 01 2021
€597,500,000 Marketing
costs
1 12 2031
Buildings
€478,246,970 Legal Fees
€200,000,000 administration

€762,342,051

€80,000,000
1.0%
€31,535,769

500,000 sq.m
€400.00
3.00%
€6,000,000
€206,000,000

Reitis Capital

Total

€1,075,746,970

https://reitiscapital.com/

Total sale
€111,535,769.02
cost
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5.2 IREIT VALUE
All the apartments and all services resulting from the development of the real estate projects
(especially the rents) will be available for purchase by the final Client with the XREI, iREIT token, or
fiat currency.
The sale and rental offers published by Reitis Capital will have a promotion that will benefit the
purchase with XREI and iREIT Tokens against fiat currency. By motivating the Client to use Reitis
tokens when purchasing real estate properties or services, we increase the currency's demand and
implicitly its value. We will also partner with companies developing premium real estate projects
that wish to benefit from blockchain technology to sell their properties with our iREIT token.
Example: For an apartment that costs €80,000 (in fiat), the price in XREI token will have a 5%
discount, so the apartment will cost 80,000 XREI (depending on the market value of the token at
the time of the promotion; in our example, the start value is €1), i.e., €76,000. Thus, paying with
Reitis token, the Client earns €4,000.

5.3 REITIS TOKEN MARKETCAP AND VALUE
XREI Market Forecast
Year

Listed Sq.
Meters (1)

Distributed
XREI (2)

xREI Demand
(6)

XREI
Value €
(7)

1

5,000

3,500,000

3,500,000

0

8,750,000

4,375,000

1.79

6,250,000

2

25,000

8,400,000

15,000,000

2,448,000

40,590,000

20,295,000

3.45

41,073,214

3

50,000

8,691,796

30,000,000

7,559,454

88,827,270

44,413,635

7.30

150,315,228

4

70,000

5,753,612

42,000,000

16,148,851

135,856,657

67,928,328

10.37

273,324,448

5

95,000

5,494,160

57,000,000

28,180,702

212,329,182

106,164,591

16.45

523,787,163

6

110,000

4,011,957

66,000,000

42,327,095

301,631,818

150,815,909

33.26

1,192,421,662

7

140,000

2,483,464

82,600,000

60,578,678

408,831,942

204,415,971

60.36

2,313,859,293

8

150,000

1,466,228

88,500,000

81,357,239

515,902,906

257,951,453

115.68

4,604,047,408

9

170,000

881,773

102,000,000

106,385,728

644,318,851

322,159,425

236.49

9,620,935,027

10

185,000

469,373

111,000,000

133,261,223

796,538,276

398,269,138

518.29

21,328,834,484

1,000,000

41,152,363

597,600,000

478,246,970

3,153,576,902

1,576,788,451

TOTAL

Building
Cost (3)

Expenses
(4)

Sales
(5)

Marketcap

(1) Square meters planned to be built or rented each year
(2) Made according to m2 built every year, at the market price from that moment
(3) The cost of developing real estate projects
(4) Operational costs with rented buildings
(5) Revenues from sales or rents of REITIS properties
(6) We estimate that only 50% of all REITIS sales will be made with xREI
(7) Calculation based only on demand created from the sale of Reitis properties!

Reitis Capital

https://reitiscapital.com/
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5.4 FIRST FOUR RESIDENCES COST - SOFT CAP &
HARD CAP
#
1
2
3
4

Real Estate
Duca Voda Residences
Frederick Residences
Miroslava Hostel
Lake View Residences
TOTAL

Reitis Capital

Required Budget Soft CAP
Hard CAP
€439,230
€180,000
€439,230
€2,021,340
€867,000
€2,021,340
€1,030,920
€110,000
€1,030,920
€11,145,400
€1,592,200
€11,145,400
€14,636,890
€2,749,200
€14,636,890

https://reitiscapital.com/
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6. LEGAL & JURISDICTIONS
6.1 COUNTRIES THAT HAVE BANNED
CRYPTOCURRENCY USE
Blockchain is generally welcomed in most parts of the world. However, some countries have
banned cryptocurrencies use. Bans are imposed due to their current financial system or because
proper regulations are yet to be approved. As of March 2019, these countries are Afghanistan,
Pakistan, Algeria, Bolivia, Bangladesh, the Republic of Macedonia, Saudi Arabia, Qatar, Vanuatu,
and Vietnam. 10

Countries Where Cryptocurrency is Restricted
In addition, there are also countries where bitcoin is somewhat restricted and cannot be traded or
used for payment. Banks and other financial service providers are prohibited from dealing with
cryptocurrency exchanges and companies in such states. In more extreme cases, the countries
have even banned crypto exchanges: China, India, Ecuador, Indonesia, Morocco, Zambia, Nepal,
Egypt, and American Samoa. Despite the bans and restrictions, these laws have not eradicated
cryptocurrency trades and their usage. However, due to their decentralised nature, it is almost
impossible to ban them. 11

Blacklisted Nations by EU
In May 2019, the European Commission adopted a list of weak anti-money laundering and
terrorist financing regimes. It urged banks to increase customer due diligence (CDD) checks on
customers and firms from the blacklisted states. The 23 blacklisted jurisdictions are Afghanistan,
American Samoa, The Bahamas, Botswana, Democratic People's Republic of Korea, Ethiopia,
Ghana, Guam, Iran, Iraq, Libya, Nigeria, Pakistan, Panama, Puerto Rico, Samoa, Saudi Arabia, Sri
Lanka, Syria, Trinidad and Tobago, Tunisia, US Virgin Islands, Yemen.

6.2 US CITIZENS
Because of uncertain US regulations regarding the utility and security tokens, including the
ambiguous Howey Test, US Citizens are forbidden to use our investment platform directly in the
first stage of development. In January 2022, to create full access of people worldwide, the next
mainly important market will be the USA, with full regulation by SEC.12 However, DeFi tokens
aren't yet regulated, so that citizens from the US cannot invest in our project on the platform, but
they can hold DeFi tokens obtained from open markets. In the following subchapter, we present
the steps that will be taken as soon as possible to open a 100 per cent safe business for US citizens
and us.

10

The European Union Prospectus Regulation: https://eur-lex.europa.eu/eli/reg/2017/1129/oj
Cryptonews, Banned countries https://cryptonews.com/guides/countries-in-which-bitcoin-is-banned-or-legal.htm
12
Investopedia, Howey Test https://www.investopedia.com/terms/h/howey-test.asp
Reitis Capital https://reitiscapital.com/
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6.2.1 Delaware Jurisdiction
Following the example of other similar companies13, we will create a Delaware-registered business
entity, named REITIS CAPITAL INC., in the second stage of development.
To conduct a business and to offer real estate worldwide, Reitis will also create a Delaware
registered separate entity named REITIS CAPITAL LLC, an umbrella company. This company does not
own any other LLC or other business entity, nor any property. In this way, we simplify the
complicated legal process incumbent in providing what is characterised by US authorities to be an
investment security offering.
We will create a Series LLC for each investment offering. Each LLC owns a single asset (a property)
and has its token and unique address. Each stand solely and legally on its own; it is not crosscollateralised with, nor affected in any legal or operating manner, any other series LLC. Each LLC is
owned by the investors who purchased its unique tokens and upon whom ultimate governance lies.

6.3 COMPLIANCE
At Reitis, we understand that compliance and risk management are critical, which is why we offer
seamless integration of anti-money laundering controls and fraud detection. All applicants on the
My Reitis Capital platform will be subject to all applicable KYC/AML policies at the investment
time. The General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) is designed to protect privacy, ensure that
personal data is not exported outside the EU, and control how the information is used. The Reitis
Platform is fully compliant with GDPR and will be compliant with CCPA (California, USA) starting
with January 2022. 14

13

What’s the difference between RealToken Inc. and RealToken LLC; https://wiki.realt.co/far/whats-the-differencebetween-realtoken-inc.-and-realtoken-llc
14 GDPR: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/General_Data_Protection_Regulation
Reitis Capital https://reitiscapital.com/
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7. THE SECURITY OF
INVESTMENT
To minimise investment risk in crisis times, we use blockchain and the paradoxical effect of
recession and economic crisis, besides main fair financial and business strategies.

Reitis – High Standard of Safety
Responsibility — A sustained effort was put into creating the Reitis project and finding the best
solution to make it functional, secure, responsive and responsible for all
Education — Offering the possibility to people from many countries (by Reitis Community
Networks) to learn about blockchain, cryptocurrency, investments, and real estate
Investment — Highly liquid real estate, offering interest through a legal loan agreement at start
points and also fractional property ownership
Transparency — Blockchain, explorer, financial reports, video surveillance on construction sites,
open visits of apartments, permanent communication through multiple channels, etc.
Involvement — A high level of passion was put into creating the Reitis project, and it will continue
to do so
Social — development of social projects through Reitis Social Centre of Excellence (RSCoE) and
developing Reitis Community Networks through social media (Telegram Community Groups)

Scalability — Reitis Ledger is scalable by spreading among Networks the Proof of Asset concept.
Accessibility — A distributed peer-to-peer ledger, user-friendly applications and public Network.
Fairness — Provide total satisfaction to all participants in the Network and deliver rights to users.
Efficiency — No middleman, lower transaction fees, high security, high liquidity of real estate.
Transactions — Highly transparent transactions, bringing trust in the market.
Yield — Steady return of investment by increasing market value.
Security Processes for Investors
Employees, vendors, contractors must be aware of how important security is. We will educate and
require standardised practices like multi-factor authentication, password managers, regular
password changes, securing devices, or fingerprints. Having proper onboarding with stakeholders
and keeping periodic training on security matters will help us minimise risks. Security is our first
concern before building anything. Emphasising security reduces publicly embarrassing flaws and
course corrections in the future, saving money and time.

Permanent Backup of the System
There is always an entire backup of the system every day. Our experts in the security of servers,
database, blockchain, and the whole development Team have the proper security knowledge. If
the hack happens to the platform, we will indeed have backups. If the hack occurs to the
company's website, it does not affect Reitis Members, but we also have backups. Reitis will have a
reserve fund stored in safe assets like gold, buildings, and other assets, including expensive robotic
and 3D machines that we plan to develop in the next future.

Reitis Capital

https://reitiscapital.com/
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Hardware Wallet – External Infrastructure
Blockchain projects heavily rely on centralised web apps or sites that connect them. We are aware
of the security vulnerabilities as they are more prone to traditional web attacks. Our Advisors
employ conventional security analysts and engineers who understand the blockchain very well.
1. COLD WALLET – As a security option for Investors, our team develops an independent cold
storage staking wallet device on Raspberry Pi3 with Wi-Fi.
2. REITIS CARD – a crypto wallet that does not require any additional devices nor complicated
setup procedures. The card is for ALL Reitis Members, especially those who do not have any tech
knowledge (to be implemented in the second stage of development).

Even More Safety
Reitis compliance goes hand in hand with user safety. Reitis always puts the safety of user assets in
the first place. The protection of user assets is of paramount importance. We have invested and
continue to invest heavily in platform security and the effectiveness of control measures. In terms
of asset storage, Reitis wallet uses threshold signature technology to ensure the safety of the
private key signature process. Essential but straightforward Reitis rules:
 no touching on user assets;
 no market intervention;
 no user counterparty trading;
 compliance with contracts.

Reitis Capital
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8. REITIS MILESTONES
First stage of development:
1 Business name availability and incorporation
2 Design of logo and visual identity for the business
3 Registering first two company branches in Estonia and Romania
4 Obtaining taxpayer's ID for Reitis Capital Development Srl
5 Opening of 3 corporate bank accounts in various banks in Europe
6 Integration of online payment processor
7 Land acquisition for development of Duca-Voda Residences
8 Land acquisition for development of Miroslava Hostel
9 Local and European real estate market research
10 Generating part of the start-up capital from the founders (€200,000)
11 Drafting of legal agreements and contract documents
12 Integrating legal agreements into smart contracts
13 Writing of the business plan / Whitepaper
14 Graphic designs of marketing / promotional materials
15 Creating an official website for the business reitiscapital.com
16 First internal security audit of the platform and reitiscapital.com website
17 Creating and launching My Reitis Capital platform for traditional crowdfunding
18 Upgrading My Reitis Capital platform for distributed ledger investment
19 Creation of web and desktop wallet for windows
20 Development of Reitis Exchange and marketplace
21 Application for a business license in Estonia
22 Secure trademark for our engineering (robots, 3D printers) products
23 Translation of platform from EN into first five languages: RO, IT, FR, DE, ES
24 Recruitment of critical employees, marketing actions, online and offline
25 Establishing business relationship with key players
26 Creating awareness, starting with Reitis Network Social Groups
27 Purchase of a form of insurance for the real estate crowdfunding business
28 Listing on exchanges and CMC
Second stage of platform development:
29 Creation of NFT (non-fungible token) for selling apartments and houses
30 External security audit of all websites and applications
31 Issuance of Reitis debit card and Reitis payment app
32 Set up two more worldwide Companies and Social Enterprises, as needed
33 Reach minimum 1 million Reitis Members in 2025
DeFi: The issuance of a Loan program for Reitis Community members who will be
34
able to borrow tokens for acquiring apartments or renting spaces

Reitis Capital

https://reitiscapital.com/

Completed
Completed
Completed
Completed
Completed
Completed
Completed
Completed
Completed
Completed
Completed
Completed
Completed
Completed
Completed
Completed
Completed
Completed
Completed
In progress
In progress
In progress
In progress
In progress
In progress
In progress
In progress
To be done
To be done
To be done
To be done
To be done
To be done
To be done
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9. COMPETITION
9.1 COMPETITORS' LANDSCAPE – BUSINESS
The company's main competitors within real estate crowdfunding, blockchain real estate, and
related industries:
Company /
Location

REITIUM
Canada, Global

Description /
Uniqueness

Transparency,
Long history,
Long history,
forceful publicity, online since 2011, online since 2014,
necessary funding good reputation
good reputation
rounds

Guarantees

3rd-party
guarantee
Hyperledger,
centralised

3rd-party
guarantee
N/A

3rd-party
guarantee
N/A

Security

Blockchain, high
level

Normal web level

Normal web level

Payment in
Wallet

Fiat + Crypto
App, available in
few countries
Private capital
markets

Fiat
N/A

Fiat
N/A

Equity

Real estate debt

Transaction fee

Not available
publicly

Transparency

High fees! The
success fee of 7%;
completion fee of
0.75% -1.25% of
funds raised
Tend to be more
transparent

Blockchain type,
still hard to find
some info
Small but
Very experienced
experienced team team
in real estate and
blockchain

High fees! Onetime 4%
structuring fee;
basis fee of 0.50.75%
Tend to be more
transparent

Blockchain

Investment
structure

Team

CROWDCUBE
UK, EU

Reitis Capital

CROWDESTATE
Estonia, EU

Experienced
Team

https://reitiscapital.com/

REITIS
Romania, Estonia, EU
In-house real estate
and ledger (blockchain
technology), very low
fees, transparency,
alternative retirement
plan
Direct proof, no 3rd
party involved!
Reitis Ledger (in-house
blockchain),
decentralised and
paradoxical
Cold storage hardware
option; extremely high
level of security on the
blockchain
Fiat + Tokens
Web wallet and cold
staking wallet
Real estate debt and
reward tokens at the
start point
Very low fees on BSC
for XREI token; only
0.0001 iREIT tokens per
transaction
High level of
transparency on the
blockchain, explorer
Experienced team in
real estate, finances,
software, and
blockchain technology
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9.2 COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE (SWOT ANALYSIS)
Strengths:
 The team has over 50 years of experience in technology and business management;
 Strong Management and Software Development Team of professionals and experts;
 Reitis Ledger is an in-house blockchain technology for creating digital assets (tokens), ewallets, and smart contracts and for offering real estate financial services;
 High security of investment platform, low fees, high level of transparency;
 New technologies in real estate and construction, including x-Lam, robotics, and 3D
printing, applied to our residential developments;
 Energy-efficient buildings with an extremely high level of insulation;
 Application of machine learning (ML), and internet of things (IoT) to real estate business,
with a top-notch security system.

Weaknesses:
 One of these could be the current lack of workforce on construction sites in Europe. As a
solution, we use AI/ML, Blockchain, and also we mechanise and robotise an essential
construction operation. As a result, the number of required workers will be reduced. Extra
workforce will be hired from Vietnam, Korea, Bangladesh, and the Philippines;
 Lack of brand awareness; as a solution, we have created a very strong marketing program.

Opportunities:
 Rapidly growing blockchain technology in the real estate market;
 Opportunity to acquire low-cost properties in actual crisis time;
 Expansion to additional geographic areas.

Threats:





Increasing competition in the real estate blockchain field;
Health crisis and workers travel problems created by it;
Unprecedented economic crisis;
Bad weather can cause delays in real estate development in the winter seasons.

9.3 KEYS TO SUCCESS
 Multifunctional business model built by tech people for all people;
 High level of security that will not allow breaches and manipulation to enter;
 Professional level of inflation control of REITIS tokens, backed by physical real estate, hard
or almost impossible to manipulate by whales and hackers;
 Network Members involved without being addicted to the platform or token!
 Professional but easy and practical level of blockchain and financial education;
 The proper allocation and distribution of XREI Tokens among the Network Members;
 High-quality, sustainable real estate developed projects to sustain the stability of both
digital assets XREI reward token and iREIT security token.

Reitis Capital
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9.4 COMPETITORS – REITIS DEFI TOKEN
Reitis DeFi Token is backed by real-life real estate development projects and construction sites.
DEFI / IDO15

DESCRIPTION /
UNIQUENESS

STABILITY

USE CASES

A premium residential and
commercial real estate
developer which facilitates
people's access to real
estate and shares the profit
with investors using XREI
token as rewards and
payment for real-world
NFTs

Anti-inflation distribution16
based on listed real estate
projects and backed by
development projects and
construction sites; the
token acts as a stablecoin
backed by real-world real
estate developments

- Rewards for participating
in fractional property
ownership
- PAYMENT means for

CHAINLINK
[LINK]

Provides decentralised data
through series of oracles and
smart contracts

Volatile DeFi instrument with
an artificially planned
inflation rate decrease

- Smart contracts
- Staking

Aave
[AAVE]

A decentralised finance
protocol allowing people to
lend and borrow crypto

The token is entirely
governed by AAVE holders
but still volatile

- Lending and borrowing
crypto

SYNTHETIX
[SNX]

A decentralised asset
insurance protocol that allows
users to mint synthetic
representations of real-world
assets

Volatile DeFi instrument with
synthetic representations of
real-world assets as tokens

- Staking and
collateralising synthetic
assets
- Yield Farming

PANCAKE SWAP An Automated Market Maker
[CAKE]
Decentralized Exchange made
on the Binance Smart Chain

CAKE has no max supply cap
— artificially planned
inflation rate decrease.

- Crowdpooling
- NFTs Auctions

POLKA STARTER A cross-chain protocol for
[POLS]
pools and auctions that enable
projects to raise capital in
their environment

An artificially planned
inflation rate decrease

- Staking
- Liquidity mining

REITIS
[XREI]

buying, renting or
lending real estate NFTs
(apartments) and
TRADING on DEX and
CEX markets

The Competitive Advantage of Reitis IDO
 Most DeFi / DEX projects are simple gaming financial instruments with low practical value;
 XREI Token is backed by real-life real estate development projects and construction sites;
 Reitis DeFi Token and App provide an open finance ecosystem that outfits the needs of
institutions and the underbanked and unbanked populations.

15
16

CoinMarketCap - What Is an Initial Dex Offering: https://coinmarketcap.com/alexandria/glossary/initial-dex-offering
Read Chapter 4.8 - Reitis Defi Token [Xrei] Anti-Inflation Distribution
Reitis Capital https://reitiscapital.com/
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10. REITIS MARKETING
Marketing Strategies
From our previous experience in selling apartments, we know that people are assiduously looking
to buy or rent apartments in the City of Iasi, where the first project will start. We have designed a
series of pertinent marketing and promotional strategies to influence existing and potential
customers to acquire our products.
MARKETING
STRATEGY
Online
Advertising
Mobile
Advertising
Celebrity
Marketing
Traditional
Promotion
Display
Advertising

DETAILS
Online advertising including social
networks; min. €10,000 per year for
25 years.
Creation of mobile apps, videos and
adds
Involve celebrities: artists, actors, TV
stars, writers, etc., including their
followers
Press advertising and direct
advertising
Static or animated images, interactive
media, audio, video
TOTAL

BUDGET (XREI)
REITIS USERS in
10Y
160,000-1,600,000
10,000

100,000

50,000

100,000

10,000

50,000

20,000

50,000

10,000

460,000-1,900,000

100,000

Online Advertising & Social Networks
The company intends to use a variety of online advertising mediums to reach the target audience.
Reitis Capital can reach a broad audience for a small fraction of traditional advertising costs and
appeal to consumers in a medium that can quickly bring results. Through article writing and
messaging distributed through social and blockchain networks, advertising can take the form of
self-serve publicity and promotion.
Mobile Advertising
Reitis Capital will implement a high-volume innovative messaging campaign for smartphone Reitis
Members to reach mobile Reitis Members, including the app to access the platform from these
devices.
Celebrity Marketing
Reitis marketing includes actors, musicians, athletes, cartoon characters, writers. Our marketing
campaigns involve the celebrity in the brand's image, relying on the celebrity's reputation.
Traditional Promotion
Reitis Capital will implement this commonly used form of general advertising, including
newspapers, magazines, and services, directly to potential clients through in-person visits.

Reitis Capital
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Fig.6– Reitis Marketing Mix

Target Market
PEOPLE
» Geographic: Investors located in emerging and frontier markets.
» Demographic: Age 25-60; Income level €30000 - €150000/y.
» Psychographics: Targeting real estate, investment security, and blockchain.
» Behaviour: Investing in fractional property and financial markets instead of buying physical
real estate.
COMPANIES
» - Financial institutions: private funds, investment banks, pension funds, credit unions,
insurance companies.
» - Construction, real estate, architecture, and engineering companies that appreciate
sustainability, efficiency, innovation, and technology.

Reitis Business Associates
Reitis Business Associate (RBA) is a partnership program based on investment and
recommendation. It is not a worthless referral program but a genuine partnership and business
matter; therefore, it is based on investment first. A Business Associate will get a partner code
found in the investor's account on the my.reitiscapital.com platform after investing a minimum of
€50 in one of the listed real estate development projects. When someone registers on the
my.reitiscapital.com platform with your partner code and makes an investment, the RBA receives
a commission on the platform account from the recommended person's value.

Reitis Capital
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11. REITIS TEAM & PARTNERS
11.1 THE TEAM
TEODOR MIROSLAV MUNTEAN
President, Project Director
Front-End Developer
One of the youngest in spirit team members!
https://www.linkedin.com/in/teodor-m-muntean/

MUNTEAN IONEL BOGDAN
CEO, Project Manager
Real Estate Asset Development Manager
Raised five high apartment buildings in Iasi.
https://www.linkedin.com/in/bogdanmuntean/

OVIDIU DIACONU
General Director of Marketing
Vast experience in bank finances and marketing.
https://www.linkedin.com/in/odiaconu/

GABRIEL CONSTANTIN DUMITRIU
Blockchain Project Manager & Developer
Friends named him: "The Blockchain Buddy!"
https://www.linkedin.com/in/dumitriugabriel/

GHEORGHE SPAC
Front-End Developer, Graphic Designer
https://www.linkedin.com/in/gheorghe-spac/

TEODOR LOGHIN
Back-End Developer, Technology Consultant
https://www.linkedin.com/in/loghinteodor/

VONG PHOUTHAVONG
Senior Software Developer

OCTAV-EMILIAN SANDU
Cyber Security Audit Manager
https://www.linkedin.com/in/osandu/

https://www.linkedin.com/in/vongdeuane-phouthavong/

RARES ANDREI VLAD ONT
Software Architect, Full-Stack Developer
https://www.linkedin.com/in/rares-andrei-vlad-ont/

TEODOR VINICIUS MUNTEAN
Reitis Production Manager

RAZVAN BENCHEA
Human & Robotics Resources Manager
https://www.linkedin.com/in/razvan-benchea/

https://www.linkedin.com/in/vinicius-teodor-muntean/

ALBERT JEMNA
Social Media Copywriter
https://www.linkedin.com/in/albert-jemna/

NICOLA MASSELLA
Blockchain Legal Specialist
https://www.linkedin.com/in/nicolamassella/

MICHELE ZILOCCHI
Blockchain Business Strategy Advisor
https://www.linkedin.com/in/michelezilocchi/

CRISTIAN S VIMER, PhD
Structural Engineer, Owner's Representative
https://www.linkedin.com/in/cristianvimer/

DORU CONTEMIR, PhD
Reitis Academy Teacher, AI, Engineering, Robotics
https://www.linkedin.com/in/doru-cantemir/

FLORIN CARDASIM
AI / ML / IoT Advisor, Conference Speaker
https://www.linkedin.com/in/cardasim/

IOAN DOROFTEI, PhD
Engineering Consultant, Conference Speaker
https://www.linkedin.com/in/ioan-doroftei/
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11.2 INSTITUTIONAL PARTNERS FOR SUCCESS
The strategic partnerships allow us to execute real estate projects of high quality. When the value
creation is completed, the investors are the first to get their returns. In this way, Reitis wishes to
maintain an ethical foundation in which we all get satisfied.
Cross-Functional Alliances: Reitis Capital has strategic associations with organisations to meet the
complete spectrum of requirements while simplifying the engagement model.

VM CONSULTING
Owner's Representative

PROCESIO
Software Development Partner

LUDOR ENGINEERING
Product Development Partner

ROMANIA-INSIDER
Media Partner

INTERNATIONAL BLOCKCHAIN
CONSULTING
Independent Marketing Contractor
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12. INVESTMENT RISKS
We strongly recommend that each investor review the risk disclosures in detail before investing in
Digital Assets. Each investor will be required to acknowledge the risks set out below in the terms
and conditions of investing.

Risks Related to Real Estate Investments
The Issuer considers the acquisition of real estate properties essential to the consolidation and
expansion of its portfolio. However, the Issuer cannot guarantee that all projects and portfolio
expansion strategies will be 100% successful in the future. The Issuer may be unable to make new
real estate acquisitions with the same frequency or at the same favourable prices and conditions
anticipated in its business strategy. Besides, the licensing process for certain buildings may require
undue time and financial commitment, which could affect the business results.

Risks Related to Regulatory Framework
We are required to comply with the applicable laws and regulations of the European Union, CEE
and the UK; we may become subject to such laws and regulations in other jurisdictions. Our Team
of Lawyers make efforts to conform with all jurisdictions involved. Nevertheless, we cannot
guarantee that our internal policies and procedures will be sufficient to prevent or detect any
inappropriate practices and violations of law by our affiliates, employees, officers, executives,
partners, agents, suppliers and service providers, nor that any such persons will not take actions in
violation of our policies and procedures. Any violations by any third party could have a material
adverse effect on our business, reputation, results of operations and financial condition.

Related-party Transactions
According to our related party transactions and conflicts of interest policy, the Issuer may enter
related party transactions on an arm's length basis and market terms in the ordinary course of
business.

Litigation
Litigation is subject to inherent uncertainties. An adverse result in these or other matters may
arise from time to time that may harm business. Suppose a loss is considered probable and the
amount can be reasonably estimated. In that case, it will recognise an expense for the estimated
loss. The Issuer may not have insurance coverage for some issues. There is no assurance that any
claim would not materially and adversely affect its business, financial position, and results of
operations or cash flows.

Other Disclosures
Although we will offer training classes, only individuals, entities, or companies with experience
with and understanding of the usage and particulars of blockchain, including cryptographically
secured digital tokens and blockchain-based software systems, should assume investments. The
investor should have a clear understanding of the storage and transmission mechanisms
associated with cryptographic tokens. The Issuer will not be responsible in any way for loss of
Tokens resulting from actions taken by or omitted by Investors. Suppose you do not have such
experience or expertise. In that case, you should not purchase Tokens or participate in the sale of
Tokens. In addition to the risks included above, other risks are associated with your purchase,
possession and use of Tokens, including unanticipated risks. This Whitepaper topic does not
Reitis Capital
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constitute a prospectus, an offering memorandum or another offering document relating to the
Issuer. It has not been yet reviewed or approved by any financial regulator or securities
commission in any jurisdiction. Still, it is in the process to get a blockchain license from Estonia.
This license is available in the entire European Union and Central and Eastern Europe (CEE)
countries.
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13. CONCLUSION
13.1 SUMMARY
To summarise, we aim to create a real distributed self-governing Network, an open gate for
people worldwide. By tokenising real estate, we are giving the power back to crowd investors. We
have chosen to develop a workable model that includes a DeFi reward token for the Community,
and a security token to offer a yearly stake and real estate NFTs.
The biggest problem in real estate was the lack of liquidity and lack of access for most people.
Through the Reitis project, we have eliminated these shortcomings. Now people worldwide can
get a portion of real estate and trade it on centralised and decentralised markets. Through Reitis,
we have started the real estate rEvolution, and the future of real estate is here, now!

13.2 RESOURCES
Reitis Community Network (Telegram): https://t.me/joinchat/HZZBaNXip28mq1UV
Reitis DeFi Token [XREI]:
https://bscscan.com/token/0x751dc6d7d7e8cfa1fcefcf866f13a0390b2ea243
Windows Core Wallet (download): https://wallet.reitiscapital.com/wallet/Reitis-Core-Win.exe
Web wallet: https://wallet.reitiscapital.com/
iREIT Wallet source code: https://github.com/reitiscapital/ReitisWallet-Core
Github https://github.com/johnathanmartin/piWallet
REITIS Explorer: https://explorer.reitiscapital.com/
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/Reitis-Capital-107826217832368/
Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/reitiscapital/
LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/company/reitis/
Twitter @ReitisCapital: https://twitter.com/ReitisCapital
Youtube channel: https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCr4W7M8ZPDA9C7noNeYRsDA/
Reddit: https://www.reddit.com/user/reitis-team
Medium: https://medium.com/@reitis
Issued by Reitis Team:
Teodor Miroslav Muntean
 Reitis Project Director
teodor@reitiscapital.com

Gabriel Constantin Dumitriu
 Blockchain Developing Expert, Dbase
Gheorghe Spac
 Front-end Developer, UX Designer

Bogdan Ionel Muntean
 CEO, Asset Manager
Ovidiu Diaconu
 Director of Marketing

Octav Emilian Sandu
 Internal Cyber Security Auditor
Teodor Loghin
 IT Consultant
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